
Introduction

The surgical procedure for early breast cancer 

patients with negative axillary lymph nodes has 

changed from routine axillary clearance to a senti-

nel lymph node biopsy（SLNB）.　An axillary 

lymph node dissection is considered unnecessary in 

patients where the sentinel lymph node appear to 

be free of tumor by a pathological examination. 

Large randomized studies have confirmed by the ef-

ficacy and reduced morbidity of an axillary lymph 

node dissection associated with a SLNB as an axil-

lary staging procedure.１）　Adjuvant systemic ther-

apy is planed after surgery according to various 

prognostic factors（i.e. invasive tumor size, num-

ber of involved lymph nodes and others）and predic-

tive factors（i.e. status of hormone receptor and 

HER２）.　A SLNB can reduce the number of lymph 

nodes extirpated, so the pathological analysis is 

more detailed for only selected lymph nodes than 

before.　Consequently, there are patients with 

only small metastatic foci or micrometastasis in 

the lymph nodes.　These terms are defined by the 

International Union Against Cancer（UICC）TNM 

classification２）：macrometastasis larger than ２.０ 

mm, micrometastasis larger than ０.２ mm but none 

larger than ２.０ mm and isolated tumor cells no 

longer than ０.２ mm.　However the significance of 

these micrometastases without macrometastases 

has not yet been clarified.

This article retrospectively evaluated the clinical 
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Abstract：The surgical procedure for early breast cancer patients with negative axillary lymph 

nodes has changed from routine axillary clearance to a sentinel lymph node biopsy（SLNB）.　The 

presence of metastatic lymph nodes and the number of involved lymph nodes helps to determine 

the appropriate adjuvant systemic therapy.　The significance of micrometastasis in the sentinel 

lymph nodes has been the subject of much debate, because the prognostic and therapeutic implica-

tion of micrometastasis to these lymph nodes remains unclear.　This study retrospectively evalu-

ated the clinical features of breast cancer patients with axillary micrometastasis.　Two hundred 

and eighteen patients with early stage breast cancer underwent surgery including a SLNB be-

tween June １９９６ and April ２００９.　A total ２０１ of SLNB procedures were successful and 

analyzed.　The median follow�up was ３７.７ months.　A metastatic lesion was located in sentinel 

lymph nodes in ３９（１９.４％）patients.　The sentinel lymph nodes contained micrometastases in ９ 

of ２０１ patients（４.５％）.　Metastatic foci in non�sentinel lymph nodes were detected as macrome-

tastases in one patient with micrometastases.　None of the patients with micrometastases devel-

oped local recurrence or distant metastasis.　The results suggest that avoiding an axillary 

lymph node dissection was not appropiate for a patient with micrometastases in the sentinel 

lymph nodes.
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features of breast cancer patients with axillary 

micrometastasis.

Patients and methods

Two hundred and eighteen patients with early 

stage breast cancer underwent surgery including a 

SLNB at Fukuoka University Hospital between 

June １９９６ and April ２００９.　Inclusion criteria for 

this study were � breast cancer diagnosed histo-

logically or cytologically before the surgery, � ab-

sence of clinically involved axillary lymph nodes by 

physical and ultrasound examination, � accep-

tance of informed consent concerning the SLNB.

　

SLNB procedure

SLNB was performed by three methods using 

blue dye only or a combination of blue dye and a 

radiolabeled colloid, or blue dye and CT lympho-

graphy.

Ninety�one primary breast cancer patients un-

derwent SLNB only using blue dye（２ml, ２.５％ pat-

ent blue violet）that was injected subdermally 

above the tumor or subareolar １０�１５ minutes prior 

to incision.　１１９ patients received CT lymphogra-

phy on the day before surgery using Iodinated con-

trast medium injected in the same regions.　CT 

lymphography was performed preoperatively to 

identify the lymphatic drainage route to the ipsilat-

eral axillary area and the presence of sentinel 

lymph nodes.　Eight patients were received radioi-

sotope technique as described others.３）All blue or 

hot nodes and surrounding these nodes were extir-

pated as the sentinel lymph nodes.

Frozen sections of the sentinel lymph node were 

routinely  performed  intraoperatively.　 All  re-

moved lymph nodes were sectioned at ２.０ mm 

intervals.　The sections were stained with hema-

toxylin and eosin, and immunohistochemical stain-

ing after surgery if necessary.　The patients with 

negative sentinel lymph nodes, as diagnosed by fro-

zen sections, could thus avoid an axillary node dis-

section after a feasibility study of ４０ cases.　A 

subsequent axillary dissection was carried out 

when macrometastases or micrometastases were di-

agnosed in frozen sections.　Conversely, no addi-

tional axillary dissection was performed when only 

micrometastsis was diagnosed on a permanent sec-

tion after surgery.

　

Adjuvant therapy

Patients received radiation therapy with ５０ Gy 

and a boost of １０ Gy when indicated after breast�

conserving surgery.　Adjuvant systemic therapy 

was administered with hormone treatment（when 

hormone receptor positive）and/or chemotherapy 

based on the recommendations of the St.　Gallen 

Consensus Conference.４）

　

Postoperative follow � up

The patients were followed up every three 

months by means of physical and ultrasound ex-

aminations in the first year after the surgery and 

every six months from the second and all following 

years until the １０th year of follow�up, as well as un-

dergoing mammography annually.

Results

Two hundred and eighteen patients underwent 

SLNB by three methods.　Table １ shows that the 

identification rate of sentinel lymph node was supe-

rior by blue dye ＋ CT or blue dye ＋ RI methods in 

comparison to blue dye only.　The SLNB proce-

dure failed in seventeen patients.　A total ２０１ of 

SLNB procedures were analyzed.　The median fol-

low�up was ３７.７ months.

The characteristics of a successful SLNB are 
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Table １　Sentinel lymph node biopsy procedure

Blue dye ＋ RlBlue dye ＋ CTBlue dyetechnique

　８.６１１９.６９１.６Number
１００.６ ９７.５８４.６Identification rate of SLNs（％）
　３.１　１.６ ２.２Number of removed SLNs（mean）
　４.６ ２４.６１９.６Number of patients with metastasis 
　１.６　７.６ １.６Number of patients with micrometastasis 

SLN：sentinel lymph node



listed in Table ２.　The mean age was ６９.０ years. 

The mean tumor size was １９.８ mm.　One hundred 

and seventy�eight patients showed an invasive tu-

mor（８８.６％）cases and ２３ showed a non�invasive tu-

mor（１１.４％）.　A partial mastectomy, indicating 

breast� conserving surgery, was performed in １０５ 

patients.　An average of ２.０ sentinel lymph nodes 

were harvested per patient.　Eighty�six（４２.８％）pa-

tients underwent an axillary lymph node dissec-

tion after SLNB.　Metastases were detected in the 

dissected non�sentinel lymph nodes after a nega-

tive diagnosed in the sentinel lymph nodes in five 

patients after surgery.　But the metastasis ap-

peared at only one lymph node each in these five 

patients.

Metastatic lesions were located in the sentinel 

lymph nodes in ３９（１９.４％）patients.　The charac-

teristics of the patients with positive sentinel 

lymph nodes are summarized in Table ３.　All of 

those patients were female and had invasive 

tumors.　The sentinel lymph nodes contained mi-

crometastases in ９ of ２０１ patients（４.５％）.　Micro-

metastases  were  detected  intraoperatively  in  ４ 

of ９ and in ５ after surgery（Fig. １）.　No axillary 

lymph node dissection was performed in ４ of ９ 

patients.　There was no statistical difference in 
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Table ２　Patients and tumor characteristics of successful SLNB

３：１９８Gender（M：F）
Age（mean）
Menopausal status

Premenopausal
Postmenopausa１

Tumor size（mean, mm）
Histology

Invasive
Non�invasive

Operation
Partial mastectomy
Total mastectomy
Others

Hormone receptor status
Positive
Negative

HER２ status
Positive
Negative or unknown

No. of SLN per patients
No. of patients with axillary dissection

６９.０

５７
１４１
１９.８

１７８
２３

l０５
８７
９

１５８
４３

２２
１８９
２.０
８６

Table ３　Characteristics with metastatic SLN（n＝３９）

micrometastasis
（n＝９）

macrometastasis
（n＝３０）

５９.２５６.４Age（mean）
Menopausal status

Premenopausal
Postmenopausal

Tumor size（mean, mm）
Operation

Partial mastectomy
Total mastectomy
Others

Hormone receptor status
Positive
Negative

HER２ status
Positive
Negative or unknown

No. of SLN per patients（mean）
No. of metastatic nodes per patients（mean）
No. of patients with non�SLN metastasis

２９
７２１
１６.９２３.５

５１４
４１５
０１

７２８
２２

１３
８２７
２.３２.３
２.０２.５
１１１



the mean age, menopausal status, mean tumor 

size, operation, hormone status, HER２ status, num-

ber of sentinel lymph nodes per patients and num-

ber of metastatic lymph nodes per patients 

between the macrometastases  group  and  the  mi-

crometastasis group.　Additional metastases were 

found in non�sentinel nodes in ３６.７％ of patients

（１１/３０）with macrometastases in sentinel node, in 

１１.１％ of patients（１/９）with micrometastases. 

These figures are not significantly  different （Chi

�square χ２ p＝０.１１）.  Metastatic foci in were de-

tected as macrometastases in the non�sentinel 

lymph node of the patient with micrometastases in 

sentinel node（Fig. ２）.　One sentinel node was the 

only the site of metastasis in another eight pa-

tients  with micrometastases.

All of patients with macro or micro metastatic 

lymph nodes were received adjuvant systemic ther-

apy（Table ４）.　Hormonal and chemotherapy was 

administered more frequently in macrometastases 

group.　Three  patients  with  macrometastases 

were diagnosed with recurrence during the follow�

up period ２ had distant metastases and １ had local 

recurrence.　The patients that developed distant 
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Table ４　Adjuvant therapy and prognosis（n＝３９）

micrometastasis
（n＝９）

macrometastasis
（n＝３０）

Adjuvant therapy
Hormone therapy alone
Chemotherapy alone
Hormone ＋ Chemotherapy
None

Prognosis
Metastatic disease
Death

４８
２２
３２０
００

０３
０１

1.0mm 2.0mm

Fig. ２　Micrometastases in a sentinel lymph node ４０×（A）and macrometastases in a non�
sentinel lymph node ２０×（B）, hematoxylin and eosin stained

200200μm1.0mm 200μm

Fig. １　Micrometastases in a sentinel lymph node, hematoxylin and eosin stained：（A）low 
power ２０× and（B）high power １００×



metastases in the bone died.　None of the patients 

with micrometastases developed local recurrence or 

distant metastasis.

Discussion

Axillary lymph node status is one of the most im-

portant prognostic factor for patients with breast 

cancer.５） The presence of metastatic lymph node 

and number of involved lymph nodes help to deter-

mine the appropriate adjuvant systemic therapy.

The significance of micrometastasis in the senti-

nel lymph nodes has been the subject of much de-

bate, because the prognostic and therapeutic 

implications of micrometastasis in that tissue re-

main unclear.

Some of the earliest studies comparing node 

negative patients to those with micrometastasis in 

the axillary nodes found associations with poorer 

prognosis.６）　Bettelheim et al. revealed that the pa-

tients with micrometastases, in ９％ of ９２１ patients, 

had a significantly poorer disease free and overall 

survival of five years.７）

None of the patients in the micrometastasis 

group in the current series have developed rec-

urrence. However, the small number of patients ex-

amined in this study might misrepresent these 

results.

Recent prospective trials have demonstrated that 

micrometastases have no prognostic implications 

when there are no further signs of axillary 

metastases.８） It is noteworthy that there are many 

examples especially in the earlier literature where 

the definition of micrometastases has differed.  Vi-

ale et al. have found that micrometastases in the 

sentinel nodes and the increasing size of microme-

tastatic site are significant predictors of non�senti-

nel metastasis.９） Schrenk et al. reported that non�

sentinel nodes are positive in １８％ of those with mi-

crometastases in the sentinel nodes in comparison 

to ５１.１％ of those with macrometastases.１０） On the 

other hand, Rutldge et al. reported that the risk of 

finding non�sentinel lymph node positivity was sig-

nificantly lower in patients with micrometastases 

in the sentinel nodes（３％）in comparison to macro-

metastases（６３％）.１１）

Non�sentinel lymph node metastasis was found 

as a macrometastasis in a patient with micrometas-

tases in the sentinel node.　It is important to re-

move lymph nodes around blue or hot nodes and 

palpable nodes.　Noguchi reported that it is impos-

sible to indentify a subset of patients in whom axil-

lary dissection can be omitted in a group of 

patients with micrometastases as well as macrome-

tastases in the sentinel lymph nodes.１２） Axillary 

lymph node dissection should be considered neces-

sary, when micrometastasis was found in frozen 

sections.

The identification of micrometastasis remains 

highly dependent on the analytical technique.  He-

matoxylin and eosin stain is complemented by 

immunohistochemical staining and molecular tech-

niques, including PCR and RT�PCR, thus more 

micrometastases  or  isolated  tumor  cells  are 

detected.　There is the potential for stage migra-

tion and an impact on management decisions. 

Large prospective trials that assess the clinical im-

plications of SLNB are ongoing.１３）�１５） These trials 

are expected to provide much information regard-

ing the clinical significance of micrometastases in 

the axillary lymph node.

Patani et al. recommended that in the absence of 

evidence concerning the management of patients 

with micrometastases in the sentinel lymph nodes, 

each case requires discussion with regard to other 

tumors and patient related factors in the context 

of a multidisciplinary team.１６）
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